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What I Learned From 1000 Sales Interviews 
 
Forgive me if the number is incorrect. 
 
1000…. 
 
Perhaps it is 874, or maybe even 1157……but 1000 is close enough to the real number to create 
a great headline, and for me to share some very valid information with you.  
 
I am a sales training and coaching consultant. The majority of my work during the past 10.5 
years has been in the home healthcare industry. Licensed in home care, hospice care, medical 
equipment, and non medical caregivers all fit within this industry. The industry is characterized 
with almost ridiculous competition among providers. Major markets such as Dallas/Forth Worth, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami and others feature hundreds, and sometimes over 1000 
competitors delivering essentially the same services. While salespeople love to talk about how 
much better their agency is, or how unique they are ….in this industry much of that is lip service. 
It always comes down to responsiveness and professionalism…..except when it doesn’t. When it 
doesn’t, it comes down to cronyism and gifting….neither of which demand professional 
salesmanship. 
 
So, if you are a hiring manager in this industry, what are you looking for? For years, the industry 
fell in love with the Community Liaison or Marketer. These were people who were tasked with 
fostering euphemistic things like “community awareness & education” and “relationship 
building”. Those things all worked well….right up until the time they didn’t.  
 
My goal in the 10+ years since founding Power Shot Training, Inc. was to attract a more 
professional level of salesperson to the industry. Once they were in, I designed selling 
methodologies for them to follow for success, and to differentiate them from their many 
competitors. When I was given the chance to have a part in both sides…recruiting/hiring and 
training….our success levels were very high. Often we were (and still are) called in after the fact 
to train or coach a rep that was hired with the old model in mind. Our success rates are not nearly 
as high in these scenarios. As I’ve said to many a client, our expertise is taking good sales reps 
and making them better. We are not able to take broken sales reps (as in, those that simply 
cannot or will not sell) and fix them.  
 
I have used the Extended DISC assessment for interviewing, coaching, and training since 
founding the company. I have found that behavior is the key driver in most human interactions. 
Understanding human behavior is a great gift you can give your team as their manager. 
Understanding your own behavior and becoming a self directed person because of that 
knowledge is a great gift you can give the world.  
 
I have a somewhat unique perspective on DISC behavior. I often get to behaviorally interview 
candidates that later get hired. When they do, they sometimes get sent to me for coaching so I 
already “know” them and what drives them. That dramatically shortens the learning curve for me 
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as a sales coach. Other times, I am asked to work with people I’ve never met….and the Extended 
DISC assessment allows me to get up to speed quickly with them. It also gives me quick insight 
into why they might be failing and offers some routes to fix their performance (IF the rep is 
willing to put in the work….both in the field, and on themselves). I’ve seen many reps that I’ve 
helped hire flourish and grow in their career….with their underlying behavior still pushing them 
to great heights years later. I’ve also seen reps that were not a good behavioral fit for their 
position struggle….and turn up at job after job around the industry. These are the “6 month 
wonders”…..that can’t stick anywhere for more than 6 months. It’s a good thing for them that 
healthcare is such a forgiving industry as they seem to have little challenge finding someone else 
who believes they will finally be able to sell.  
 
That then brings me to the point of this article….what have I learned over the years during all of 
these interviews, training, and coaching sessions? 
 
Let’s start with the most obvious (to me) and the most vital. 
 
Rule #1 - If you fail to assess and interview for behavior, you are simply hiring an 
advertisement of a salesperson.  – The Extended DISC tool is hugely helpful in this regard and 
a vital piece of our overall screening and interview process. My first step in any interview 
situation is to administer the Extended DISC assessment to the candidate. Since my role as a 
consultant is to have input into the decision, but not to have final authority, I ONLY focus on 
behavior in my interviews. I leave the question of how they look, their work history, their ability 
to connect with others, etc…to the hiring manager (often under my guidance). With the DISC 
report in hand, I’m able to get an overall sense of the person I’m about to interview (almost 
always by phone since with work with companies all over the world). I generally schedule a 30 
minute phone interview and most wrap up at or near that time. 30 minutes for a well prepared 
interviewer is ample to corroborate what the DISC report tells you. I’ll focus on 5-6 key 
questions that might seem simple on the surface (Tell me about your sales history in 2-3 
minutes), but are much more telling when you get to the root cause of the question (I don’t need 
to know about their sales history, I want to know if they have attention to detail, listen carefully 
to questions, and can keep themselves from a 27 minute answer to this question….yes, that 
actually happened). Each question is one that I’ve designed over the years to ferret out 
behavioral patterns and challenges if the person is to be hired. Even my final question (Do you 
have any questions for me?) is less about what they ask than about how they ask it. Are they 
prepared and researched? (C behavior), Do they wildly and randomly shoot from the hip with 
questions that have little to do with the industry or position? (unfocused, High I behavior), Do 
the take command with sharp, incisive questions that demand answers? (D behavior).  
Ultimately, you will see many candidates come through your office, and the behavioral interview 
will tell you if the person you are seeing is what you are getting, or just an inflated advertisement 
of what you will get upon hire.  
 
Rule #2 – The Interview is THE high water mark for salespeople. - If your candidates don’t 
confidently sell themselves and close at the end of each interview (or multiple times during the 
interview), they’ll most likely never do it upon hire either. Let’s face it, the most important sale 
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IS the interview. If they don’t sell you on hiring them, they never get to sell to your customers. A 
professional salesperson should be at their peak during the interview process, and then human 
nature (and behavior) will take over and they will generally operate at some level less for the 
remainder of their career. I talk to many hiring mangers who attempt to write this off as “They 
were probably nervous”…which is why they didn’t ask for the job. Perhaps….but they’ll be 
nervous in closing situations as well….and if nerves keeps them from closing, they are not a 
salesperson, they are an order taker. Believe in people during the interview. Believe that this is 
the best salesmanship you’re going to get from them….stop hoping them into success in your 
mind. Salespeople sell and close….that’s what they do. If they do it in the interview, they’ll do it 
for your company.  
 
Rule #3 – Level the playing field – Interview everyone in the pipeline with the exact same 
interview plan. That is, if you do a one on one, group, and phone interview (for example) then 
every candidate should go through the same program (unless they somehow disqualify 
themselves before finishing) so that you can make a fair comparative analysis. Too often I see 
hiring mangers fall in love with a candidate later in the game and only interview them once. 
They feel like they must make a quick offer before the candidate takes another job (which 
certainly could happen). The number of times this works out pales in comparison to the number 
of times it doesn’t. Patience…hire slow, fire fast (at least once you realize you have made a 
hiring mistake).  
 
Rule #4 – Make The Grade – I grade all of the candidates I interview on an A through F scale 
just like in school. Here’s a tip for you…. Hire A’s and B’s….leave the C’s for your competitors. 
Yes, you’ll wait longer to fill out your team, but you’ll save money, save time, and save face 
with your customers if you only put the best sales team in front of them. I have a client that I do 
a lot of interviewing for. During their busy times it could be 3-4 candidates per week. Realize, 
I’m the last line of defense…not the first….so the 3-4 that I interview come from a much larger 
pool that didn’t make it to this point in the hiring process. Last summer I interviewed a number 
of candidates for them, administered the Extended DISC, and sent my notes and the report off at 
the end of the interview. 3 of the candidates were graded either “C” or C+” which is a “no hire” 
in my world. I advised as much, but as always….gave them some dialogue as to what would 
likely occur based upon behavior if they were hired….and left it at that. Early this year I was 
engaged to coach all 3 of them. I wasn’t even aware they had ever been hired….but they had. 6 
months in and all were struggling, almost to the letter of what I’d written in my notes. The cost 
of coaching is 10x what the cost of my behavioral interviewing service is. That’s a big spend on 
someone that has a low likelihood of ever achieving payback status for their employer. You 
won’t win with every A or B candidate you hire, but you are much more likely to win with most 
of them.  
 
Rule #5 – The Extended DISC is a tool, but it’s not a hammer. – Don’t use the report as an 
automatic yes/no tool. There are risks on either side of that equation. The most ideal behavior for 
your sales job (which will vary depending upon the type of sales position you are filling) only 
measures what the person will do IF they actually leave the office and do it. DISC measures 
behavior….but not intent….that you’ll have to interview for on your own. The DISC cannot tell 
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you if your “perfect” behavior candidate will be up and out the door at 7:30, or taking a more 
conservative approach by waking up at the crack of noon. 
Conversely, even someone without “ideal” behavior might easily learn new behavior because 
they have the drive and commitment to do so. A candidate’s natural DISC style won’t change 
much (if at all) during most of their adult life, but their adapted behavior can be learned, 
coached, and managed. If you simply say “no” because of the behavioral graph, you could be 
missing out on a superstar. The DISC is best used as a tool to guide the interview process, and 
then if hired to guide the training and management of the salesperson. There is tremendous value 
in understanding behavior and it answers many questions that challenge unenlightened sales 
managers.  
 
Even after 1000 interviews (give or take) I still occasionally get fooled. Sales hiring is not a 
perfect science, but with the tools we have available to us, it is more of a science than it used to 
be. The best advice that I can give, and I have said this to dozens of hiring mangers is simply 
this….after completing your interviews, look across the table at your candidate. Fix the total cost 
of ownership for a year of that person’s employment in your mind…whatever it may be. Let’s 
say that number is $120,000 all in. Now….ask yourself, if you were writing the check from your 
personal bank account to hire this person for that amount of money…would you do it? If the 
answer is yes, congratulations….break out the offer letter. If the answer is no, you may have 
more interviewing work to do with this candidate because YOU have an objection to overcome 
in order to hire them….or, the answer could simply be no. If that’s the case, move on….it’s good 
for you and the candidate to not bring them into a situation where they and you don’t have full 
confidence of their ability to succeed.  
 
Sales is challenging, rewarding work….much like sales hiring. The better job we do at hiring, the 
more rewards that are available to all of us down the line! 
 
Michael Giudicissi 
CEO 
Power Shot Training, Inc.  
michaelg@powershottraining.com  
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About Power Shot Training, Inc.  
 
Power Shot Training, Inc. is the home care industry's leading consulting and sales training 
firm.  Founded in 2006 by Michael Giudicissi, PST has served home health, private duty, 
hospice, and DME clients around the US and in England, Australia, and Canada. Michael is the 
architect of Top 20 Selling as well as our new Momentum Selling For Home Care programs. 
These 2 key selling strategies have helped more sales teams and more agencies generate 
sustainable growth than any other training program in the industry.  
For 2017 Power Shot Training, Inc. is branching their sales training, motivational speaking, and 
sales hiring programs out to other industries.  
Michael brings 25+ years of sales, hiring, sales management, and sales training experience to his 
clients in their goal to grow. He is the author of 7 books including his newest release “Status 
Update, A Year Inside The Mind Of A Motivational Philosopher”, and is also a 7x Ironman 
Triathlon finisher.  
Michael lives and works with his family in Albuquerque, NM and Murchison, TX. You can learn 
more about Power Shot Training at www.powershottraining.com
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